Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Jacob Steinberg

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

I would suggest that we have less art galleries and even more fishbowl like discussions.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The discussions we had in class. They were great

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other:
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The discussions we had in class.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

The dangers of an "us and them" mindset.

This class was the first time I: *

learned in depth about the history of Zionism and the creation of Israel.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

I learned how to annotate and how to better understand first hand accounts of historical events.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

NO
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Liat Weiss

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

the big project process

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

the amount of work we had overall

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: i liked how it is. It was organized and all together
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

- the reflections and no right or wrong answers

One thing I learned in our class was: *

- how to really annotate and connect to the text

This class was the first time I: *

- really annotated and paid more attention to the text

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

- how to annotate and really think more about the text

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

- Thank you for a great year I felt like I learned a lot about Israel and our past as Jews
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

ATara Pollack

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

I'd suggest adapting the project. It was a really great experience and opportunity but very stressful maybe more time to complete and more guidance.

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

I would not change the amount of work we had, it was the perfect balance

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

True

False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

Other: 
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

I really enjoyed the consistent reflections because it really made me think about details and helped me apply to my life.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

There will always be another person or group who has a different opinion.

This class was the first time I: *

really annotated text which helped my pay attention to details

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

making history my memory by connecting history to my personal experiences

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

great course!
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

bella katz

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

book checks more frequently and less reflections

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

the videos we watched since i enjoyed them and they help me understand what we were learning and how we didn't just learn for test

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True
○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
○ Other:  


Will you keep your book? *

- Yes

- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

how we learned the history as stories and just to memorize things to be tested on

One thing I learned in our class was: *

that you should stand up for what you believe in

This class was the first time I: *

really felt like I connected to the topics of Zionism

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

how to annotate

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

no
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Dov Ratner

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Providing more times for “difficult” topics to be debated by the class

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

the overall structure and grading format of the class

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

True

False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

Other: ..........................
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

Almost everything

One thing I learned in our class was: *

methods in order to consider new opinions about my history/why jews have a right to israel

This class was the first time I: *

felt a history class really impacted my thinking about the choices I make

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

how to better annotate texts

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Thank you for a great year I really enjoyed your class!!!
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Noa Lifschutz

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

The Amount of time given to us for the Holocaust project.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

What we actually learned in the Holocaust unit.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True
○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
○ Other: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The fact that I was not just learning history, I was living it and connecting to the past.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

That hate is a powerful tool that we must use wisely and make sure it does not get out of hand.

This class was the first time I: *

Truly understood the feelings and thoughts associated with zionism and a love for Israel.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

How to better annotate and formulate my thoughts better.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

I really liked this year's course and felt like it was very though provoking.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

Please complete the following statements to the best of your ability.

What is your name? *

Simona

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Giving more time to the documentary project

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The way we actually have class. I love the discussions we have.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other:
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

Hearing so many different angles on our Jewish History. I can honestly say I have never learned Jewish history like this and that's a good thing.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

Our past is a part of us that we have to learn how to use just like anything else.

This class was the first time I: *

Really learned about the aliyyot.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

How to annotate

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Being more lenient about the days that we have missed?
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Jacob Israelstam

Reflecting on this year's class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Maybe cut down the book, because we did skip some things

Reflecting on this year's class, I would not change a thing about:

the projects we did. We had really good projects

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

True

False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

Other: 

Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The Holocaust film project

One thing I learned in our class was: *

how Jews from different countries did things for Israel and became zionists

This class was the first time I: *

had a deeper understanding of our history

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

How to create videos and how to creatively write

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

no
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Rivka Ita Linkov

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

nothing. I found this class perfect and the teaching style fit me perfectly

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The pace of this class

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True

○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

○ Other: 
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The videos

One thing I learned in our class was: *

The fascinating history of the Holocaust

This class was the first time I: *

learned about the state of Israel

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

How to have a deep reflection.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Nope.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Elizabeth

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

less pages, too much wasted paper

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

the documentary

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True

○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

○ Other:   ...
Will you keep your book? *
- [ ] Yes
- [x] No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *
the documentary

One thing I learned in our class was: *
about jews resilience

This class was the first time I: *
truly felt connected to my history

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *
not sure

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *
nope
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

Please complete the following statements to the best of your ability.

What is your name? *

Hannah Portner

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Move a little faster in the beginning so you can get through the book.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The reflections, they made me think about what we had just learned and process it.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: Print it as a book but not with binding because it always comes out. Maybe do a different type of book form.
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

Not so many dates to memorize so it was more meaningful because I could think about the content more.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

That how you perceive yourself is not always how others perceive you.

This class was the first time I: *

Enjoyed learning Jewish history.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

Annotating (for sure).

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

No
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

Please complete the following statements to the best of your ability.

What is your name? *

Arielle

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

More debates

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The book

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other:
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

the learning to deeper our connection not to memorize

One thing I learned in our class was: *

About connection and Zionism

This class was the first time I: *

I felt like I learned for my soul

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

listening

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Nope thanks for a great year!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *
Charlie Wasserman

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *
Maybe less lecture time and more help preparing and working on the Holocaust documentaries.

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about : *
The final it was structured very well.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *
☐ True
☐ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *
☐ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
☐ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
☐ Other:
  It became very difficult to write in the book because the binding sometimes got in the way and my hand was pretty high up and would start to hurt after extended writing periods.
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

Meeting with the survivors, the Holocaust documentaries and their film night.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

A lot of things but probably the most impactful is the idea of Us v.s. Them and the Pyramid of Hate.

This class was the first time I: *

Realized how much taking notes and annotating during the year actually helps of the final.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

Patience sometimes I would read faster than someone in the class and I would have to wait for them to finish. I'm not saying a did a great job waiting but I waited nonetheless.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Thank you for a year filled with learning about our past and ways to change the future.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Dovid Ben-Tor

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

less reflections

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

the amount we learned about the holocaust

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True
○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
○ Other:  

Will you keep your book? *
- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *
- the Zionism aspect

One thing I learned in our class was: *
- About the history of the Jewish state

This class was the first time I: *
- learned in depth about the holocaust

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *
- how to properly discuss the history of Israel

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *
- Thanks for a great year
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Menachem Edelstein

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

When presenting the Holocaust project please thoroughly explain it. Also, reduce the amount of reflections in the book.

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

The book.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: _________________________________
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The openness in discussions.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

The importance of Religion to the state of Israel.

This class was the first time I: *

Went so in depth into the history of Jews and Israel.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

How to annotate a story.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Thanks for a great year.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Rafi Setnik

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

There is way to much forced writing. There should be more leeway.

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

The layout we sit in.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

○ True

○ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

○ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

○ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

○ Other: Print out the book but I don't love it so I'm not choosing the first option.
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

Discussions

One thing I learned in our class was: *

Nazism was mostly separated from general warfare.

This class was the first time I: *

Had you as a Jewish history teacher

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

To tolerate immense pain

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

No
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Gavriella Jacobs

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

I really liked the class in the beginning of the year and I still liked the end but the questions and reflections just started to get a little repetitive after a while.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The class's structure. I like the mostly opinion format where we can explore morals more than facts and dates. I think the articles brought in contributed to that.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: ..........................................................
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

That it wasn't memorizing stuff, it was exploring reasons, ideals etc...stuff I like!

One thing I learned in our class was: *

There were minor battles and pieces that fit into the puzzle of Israel becoming a state I didn't know before (bombing the David hotel, the two Israeli groups at war and then the physical side that one of them bombed the other to gain power, I did not know there was that whole piece of Israel becoming a state)

This class was the first time I: *

Was exposed to the film making software we used to make the holocaust videos.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

respect for other's opinions and the ability to affectively form an opinion of my own.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Honestly, thank you so much for this year! I loved the class.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Elijah Soclof

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

More projects, more videos a few less articles maybe

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about : *

the final project, art galleries, discussions, movies, videos

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

☐ True

☐ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

☐ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

☐ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

☐ Other: .............................................................................................................................................
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The heated discussions

One thing I learned in our class was: *

writing with little to write about in one very specific topic

This class was the first time I: *

did reflections, worked out of a book in a jewish class besides a tanach

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

speaking, discussing, hearing other opinions

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

I really enjoyed this class and hope you have a great summer!
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Yedidya Blau

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Probably having to answer questions really quickly from videos. I felt that just watching the videos and then going over them in the class was better.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

Annotating. At the start of the year I though that it may not be helpful but I have come to realize that it is super important and helpful.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

☐ True

☐ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

☐ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

☐ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

☐ Other: ........................................................................................................
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

I really like the personal stories we read to grasp the whole situation better

One thing I learned in our class was: *

The importance of staying up to date in our class work and not falling behind. In a class like this one, it is very important that you are up to date or material doesn't make sense and is not as impactful.

This class was the first time I: *

Made a type of rule list at the begging of the year, everyone signed and then it was actually referenced. It was nice to have a set of rules that made the class feel much more comfortable then others.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

Annotating, personal writing and reflection skills and breaking down and understanding pictures.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Thank you for an amazing class I had a lot of fun.
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Ezra Klineman

Reflecting on this year's class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

more debates like the zionist congress one

Reflecting on this year's class, I would not change a thing about: *

reflections

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: 
Will you keep your book? *
- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *
learning my mission in this world

One thing I learned in our class was: *
that Israel deserves to be the Jews

This class was the first time I: *
i opened up about things I cared about in school

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *
how to tolerate opinions

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *
nothing
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

Please complete the following statements to the best of your ability.

What is your name? *

Ayelet Wiesen

Reflecting on this year’s class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Make the class more interactive and please fix timing and dates for projects.

Reflecting on this year’s class, I would not change a thing about: *

The curriculum and the final, and the idea of the Holocaust project

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

☐ True

☐ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

☐ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

☐ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

☐ Other:
Yes

No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

what we learned-very interesting

One thing I learned in our class was: *

all about the aliyot to israel and the politics behind the 6 day war

This class was the first time I: *

had to reflect more than once a semester

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

how to annotate

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

don't think so
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Melanie Mashmoor

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Less time spent on the Holocaust videos.

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about : *

The class discussions on deep topics and debates.

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

- True
- False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

- Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!
- Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder
- Other: ________________________________________________________________
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

The environment of the classroom.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

The way the Holocaust came about in stages.

This class was the first time I: *

Learned about Zionism.

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

Reflecting and annotating.

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Thank you for an amazing experience!
Part III: Feedback Questionnaire

please complete the following statements to the best of your ability

What is your name? *

Yonatan Ginsburg

Reflecting on this years’ class, what would you suggest changing for next year? *

Some questions were vague/repetitive. Maybe be a bit more specific?

Reflecting on this years’ class, I would not change a thing about: *

The open discussions

This year I wished we had more tests and quizzes. *

☐ True

☐ False

Would you recommend that our text was reprinted as a book or loose pages in a binder? *

☐ Print the Book! Bind it! I love it!

☐ Print out the book and let students put it in a designated binder

☐ Other:
Will you keep your book? *

- Yes
- No, I will hand it to Ms. Bolman on my way out

List one thing you liked about our class: *

How we learned about the big ideas that drove historical events before actually learning the historical events.

One thing I learned in our class was: *

There's always more to a story than immediately meets the eye

This class was the first time I: *

Wrote consistent reflections

What are some skills that you learned this year in Jewish History? *

Analyzing images, annotating, deeper thinking than normal

Is there anything else that you want to tell me? *

Nope. Thanks for the class!:)
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